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" No, I don't think so."
" Do you remember any definitely characteristic marks ? Moles ? Birth-mark ? Pock-marks ? Scars ? "
" A few little holes in the skin, I think, which might have been pock-marks. But I don't remember now where they were/'
"And his ears?"
" Big. Yes, I should say very big."
" Any particular shape ?    Pointed ? "
" Rather ... I think."
(Hereupon Quinette thought of his own ears.)
" With or without a fold at the top, did you notice ? "
"No-I mean . . ." And Quinette added, with a disarming air of confusion : " I imagined that I had his face photographed on my mind. As a matter of fact, I'm hesitating about a number of details, as you see."
" But it's very good as it is, I assure you. The descriptions that we generally get are much vaguer than that. How was he dressed ? "
Quinette appeared to be thinking. During the night he had carefully debated this point. He had come to the conclusion that the best thing was to be rather hasy about clothes. If anybody had happened to see Leheudry coming into his shop, from a neighbouring house, for example, that witness would have observed the colour and the look of his clothes better than anything else. Why should Quinette run the risk of putting himself in contradiction with him?
" There again I must confess that I'm embarrassed. The only thing to which I could swear is that he was wearing a bowler hat...." (In mentioning the bowler hat the bookbinder was putting himself in agreement, without much danger, with the possible witness.) "... Apart from that, he seems to me to have had a cheap ready-made suit. „ . . The colour escapes me entirely."
" Yes, probably some kind of grey. Any other point you recall?"
e* Oh yes, he had a very prominent Adam's apple."

